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Introduction

   

Today's currency system is outdated, undemocratic and misused. Its design makes
the public a secondary beneficiary. The everyday people are trapped in an inflationary 
currency system without a choice. The non transparent financial system and the public 
ignorance are the key driver for the unethical and unfair financial system. 
If a currency is misused to serve agendas that does not serve the public, like funding 
wars and financing arms manufacturing, excess credit creation or deficit spending, 
the public then should have the choice to stop using its currency and continue                                                      
with another available currency.

Today's governments and Central Banks are loaded up with debt up to  
they're eye balls. The unsustainable path of debt creation will lead to unprecedented 
outcomes which resembles the great depression of the 1930. Debt deleveraging and 
defaults are the only outcome to clean up the financial system of its excesses.

What can we expect from the government to solve the coming financial crisis?



Ask yourself, what made the crisis possible in the first place? If one expects politicians 
to solve a financial crisis then you are putting your wealth at great risk. 
Our leaders know only one thing, more debt creation to paper over the old debt! 
Can we expect a solution within the private sector?

Protecting your wealth is hard to do in a debt deleveraging environment.
Creating safe havens for your wealth like, land, fine art, real estate, Gold,
businesses, etc.. is the usual non liquid assets to get into.

What is next, more debt creation or back to the gold standard or a monetary reset and 
start all over after a default? The financial future is uncertain.

Monetary stimulus to prop up the economy does not work anymore. Money stays in 
society's upper layers of the corporate world that now results in stock buy back and 
mergers and acquisitions. Stimulus money hardly reaches the man on the street.
Wages are under pressure by less paid jobs, mass layoffs, and robotizing production.
 
Another societal problem is how to deal with the baby boomer mass retirement shift?
In the US alone 80 million people will retire within the next 10 years. Many of which 
leaving behind solvent small and mid size businesses.
The Question is, Who is going to take over those businesses and with what kind 
of capital?

Not to mention student loan debt and healthcare cost.



Alternative Currency Group (ACG) sees a solution in the use of alternative 
complementary currencies. The conversion of a Euro or Dollar to an alternative 
currency would withdraw the currency out of circulation and keep it away from 
misuse. Our newly issued alternative currency would then be backed by the same 
detained national currency and put into circulation under our conditions.
The designation of a particular region will be decided trough a set of criteria we base on 
the regional circumstances. With this conversion method you can quality mark 
currencies for ethical spending and maximize purchasing power by channeling wealth
trough a controlled path.  
 
We developed a GDP backed monetary standard that competes with the gold and fiat 
standard. The way we do it is trough "profit sharing".
We developed a scheme that liquify's our currency user base with freely handed out  
money on a fixed time bases. The money comes from business profits trough our 
business acquisitions program with investor money and partner businesses that are 
contributing to our profit sharing scheme. Managing a business portfolio of small mid 
and large size businesses whose profits will be given to the end consumer in the form of 
an alternative currency to increase purchasing power and keep consumer spending 
healthy and in balance with economic output.

Solution



The decline in wages is like cutting away trees that provides oxygen for the economy.
Big businesses need to plant a tree for every tree that's been cut away. 

The advantage for businesses are the exemption of income tax when converted to our 
currency because it can be seen as a utility currency investment with the goal to prop up 
in the economy.
(The income tax statement will differ from country to country)

As mentioned in the intro section about the current mass baby boomer retirement shift, 
we intend to institutionalize and capitalize on the small and mid size businesses that are 
currently getting available with this mass retirement transition and put them into our
Profit sharing scheme.

Regional currencies have the power to stimulate growth up to a proven 8% simply
by preventing capital flight and increasing the money velocity. We make our currency 
more effective and beneficial for its region by creating predetermined spending channels 
to maximize its purchasing potential and wealth preservation.  
Even when the alternative currency price conversion is 1 to 1 to the Euro or dollar, the 
complementary currencies purchasing power are greater due to the way we circulate and 
focus it in the economy

(More about increased purchasing power later)

Technologie  

Our software payment platform named Cyclos is a specialized alternative currency 
Banking platform. Cyclos is a feature rich online open source banking solution that is 
easy to use and maintain, flexible, secure and highly customizable. Cyclos comes with a 
range of banking and payment options, a complete e-commerce system and high and 
low end mobile access channels. The mobile channel offers a scalable and cheap 
opportunity financial projects to enlarge their offer branchless banking.

https://www.cyclos.org


Cyclos is used by local banks, C3 networks, MFI's, barters, community currencies and 
time banks. The dynamic structure of Cyclos allows organizations to ‘build’ a dedicated 
payment system from scratch just by changing the configuration 

Architecture

Cyclos 4 has been built on Java enterprise technologies. The client connects to a Google 
Web Toolkit (GWT) front end application or through one of the interfaces (see below). 
The application server is protected by a solid security layer and uses the Spring 
Framework. The services on the application server uses JPA (aided by Querydsl) to 
communicate with a PostGres Database server. All transactions are stored as double 
entry bookings in the accounting system. Cyclos can run as stand alone system 
independently from other currency systems. There is an option to store files (e.g. 
documents, pictures, other file uploads) in a external file system (not in the Cyclos 
database). Amazon S3 storage service is also supported

Hosting requirements

Cyclos can run on a web container such as Apache Tomcat and Jetty, or application 
servers such as Glassfish, JBoss, IBM Websphere and Oracle Weblogic. The database 
for Cyclos is the Open Source database PostgreSQL. Cyclos is also available as a 
Docker image at the public Docker repository.
The minimal memory space requirements to run a single Cyclos instance is 500 Mb.
Interoperability (interfaces)
For communication with third party software products the entire internal services layer 
can be accessed through a web service API (Application Programming Interface). This 
will make all Cyclos features available to third parties.
Native Java clients can connect directly via Java remoting over HTTP(S). Clients in 
other languages can use an API with JSON messages over HTTP(S). Cyclos has a 
RESTful web services interface that implements the OpenAPI specification. There is 
also a PHP client library available which mirrors the services API. In case third party 



software requires specific interface services other than the available Cyclos API 
formats, a 'custom web service' can be created to provide those methods.

Security

Since the beginning the Cyclos development team followed the security guidelines 
defined by the ISO 27002 and EBA (European Banking Authority) standards. The code 
is constantly tested by an advanced set of automated security tests. Permissions and 
roles are checked on every request at the internal services level.
The following security areas / points have been addressed:
・ Confidentiality, integrity, authenticity are guaranteed by security checks in 

combination                     
      with http secure (https)
・ Resistance to attacks as XSS, CSRF, SQL injections

・ All passwords hashed with ‘salted’ SHA2

・ All identifiers are ciphered when sending to client (browser)

・ Use of cookies limited to user session

・ Security alerts for administrators

・ Verbose logging including operation data, users, timestamp

・ IP whitelist 
・ URL restriction per grou

Scalability & availability

The Cyclos application supports full clustering (application web container).
The database has been optimized to support database clustering and synchronous 
replication.

Note: Cyclos is not blockchain based ledger technology. To issue stable currencies 
you need a central planed stability scheme 



 

USER INTERFACES & ACCESS

- Web Interface
- Plugin for wordpress integration
- Mobile App (Android, iOS)
- Mobile POS (Android, iOS)  
- Web POS 
- SMS operations 
- API connectivity
- POS & Cards (NFC supported) * 
- IVR *  
- USSD * 

USABILITY 

AGENTS / BROKERS

- Multiple broker per user 
- Set main broker  
- Register new users  
- Manage user data  
- Print & export users  
- Perform operations as user  
- Define broker permissions  
- Send mailing to ‘my users’  
- View connected users  
- Receive notifications about users  
- Manage password so fuser  
- Manage user access  
- Broker commission  

ACCOUNT INFORMATION

- View account summary  
- View current balance  
- View charges & fees  
- View payment history  
- Print & export payments  
- Search payments (user, date, description)  
- View payment details  
- Print payment details  
- Dynamic payment filters  
- View average age of account balance  
- View average maturity of account balance 

TRANSLATIONS

- Multiple translations per system  
- Incremental translation keys (only save  
   customizations)  
- Online translation management  
- Category browsing  
- Search for translation keys / values  
- Update translation keys / values  

SMS BANKING

- Register new user by SMS  
- Retrieve account information  
- Retrieve payment details  
- Make payment
- Activate phone viaSMS(confirmation code)  
- Receive notifications bySMS 



 

USER FUNCTIONS 

- Show users / business on Map 
- Search users by distance  
- Search users by group / branch  
- Register user  
- Profile completion progress bar  
- Update profile  
- Multiple pictures per profile  
- Multiple addresses  
- User defined language  
- Geolocation per address(GoogleMap)  
- Multiple phones  
- Enable phone for SMS banking  
- Manage passwords  
- Insert & manage custom images  
- Upload & manage documents  
- Notification preferences (per channel)  
- Manage contacts  
- User directory search  
- Business referrals  
- Custom user forms  
- Custom user operations 

BANKING 

- Multiple currencies  
- Account numbers (own format or standard,                                                         
   e.g. IBAN) 
- Loans *  
- Demurrage 
- Interest 
- Transaction fees  
- Set custom conditions for fee applicability  
- Scheduled fees (contribution)  
- Brokering fees  
- Group credit limit  
- Individual credit limit  
- Credit limit change log  
- Credit overview & search  
- Savings accounts *  
- Minimum payment amount per payment/day  
- Maximum payment amount per payment/day  
- Restrict destination of payments  
- accounts, users  
- Access rules per payment types  
- Unique transaction ID per transaction  
- Custom payment fields  
Unique payment settings per channel(SMS, etc.)  
System accounts (debit, community, etc.) 

MOBILE APP

- Android & IOS app  
- Blackberry and Windows *  
- Make payment  
- View account balance, credit limits  
- View account history  
- Make payment(to user, to system)  
- Search users  
- Add user to contact list  
- customizable layout  
- Customizable entry page/logo  
- Add menu item(quick access icon)  



 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

- Multi network setup (shared instance)
- Define branches (group sets) 
- Define URL (domain name) for network  
  and branches
- Set group and branch visibility  
- Localization (language, formatting, timezone  
   per group / branch  
- Set permissions  
- Create local account administrators  
- Customized filters for users and  
  advertisements searches  
- Create new access channels 
- Define generated login name 

MARKET PLACE

- Create/edit advertisement  
- Multiple pictures per advertisement  
- Rich text for advertisement editing  
- Schedule advertisement  
- Select address per advertisement  
- Custom search filters(e.g.offers/demands)  
- List new advertisements  
- Category browsing  
- Multiple advertisement categories  
- Create advertisement categories  
- Geo location search(distance filter)  
- Contact seller  
- Public advertisement questions/answers  
- Notification on advertisement status change  
- Custom advertisement fields  
- Advertisement matching notifications 

SHOPPING CART

- Multi store management  
- Stock management  
- Out of stock warning  
- Product number management  
- Define delivery address  
- Define shipping methods/prices  
- Define estimated delivery time  
- Promotional price  
- Price negotiation process  
- Display available quantities  
- Product comments  
- Order tracking  
- Add comments to order  
- Display cart content  
- Place order (checkout)  
- Accept/reject order  
- Order number generation  
- View purchases history  
- Notifications on order status changes  
- Saved shopping cart(in the database) 

MESSAGING

- Send rich text message to user  
- Send bulk messages (mailings)  
- by admin or agent  
- Define message categories (per user group)  
- Forward internal messages to email  
- Message history (inbox, sent, trash)  
- Purge messages in trash after period  
- (automated task)  
- Member to member email messages 



CONTEND MANAGEMENT

- Intuitive site design (color pickers)  
- Multiple websites(per group/branch)  
- Create new menu items  
- Manage content pages  
- Create & manage banners  
- Manage footers/headers  
- Manage message board  
- Upload logos  
- Define logo / header for pdf pages  
  (e.g reports)  

PASSWORDS&AUTHENTICATION

- Login password  
- Transaction password  
- Verification code(OTP)  
- ChangePIN  
- CAPTCHA input on public forms  
- Complete virtual keyboard(optional)  
- Smart secure virtual keyboard(optional)  
- Recover password(optional) 

ALERTS & LOGGING 

- Verbose error logging  
- Search errors by period  
- Search errors by user  
- View error details(completes tack trace)  
- Generate notifications on error  
   (email, SMS) 

ANALYTICS & REPORTING 

- Data on expenditure  
- Data on income  
- Number of logins  
- Groups / branches numbers of users  
- Percentage of users not trading  
- Account information  
- Advertisements  
- References 

COMMERCIAL BARTER 

- Find users with low balances  
- Match high balances to low balances  
- on google maps  
- Alert when a user balance is below zero  
  for a certain time *  
- Alert when a user balance is above a                              
certain  
  amount for a certain time *  
- Procurement/quotes * *  
- Payment wall 



 

GIFT VOUCHERS / LOYALTY POINTS

- Create & manage vouchers types 
- Set voucher redeeming options  
  (e.g.possible weekdays)  
- Define voucher layout (logo) 
- QR code generation  
- Print & export vouchers 
- Buy& print voucher by user  
- Vouchers overview & search by admin  
- View my vouchers by user  
   (Web and Mobile app)  

MOBILE POS (POINT OF SALE) 

- Android app  
- Receive payment  
- Print daily transaction list (POS owner)  
- Multiple user identifiers(QR / barcode,  
   userID,  
- NFC card or phone)  
- NFC card will startup the app in POS mode  
   and open receive payment page with the  
   user identified by NFC card  
- Format NFC card  
- Assign NFC card to customer  
- Make payment to customer(cash out)  
- Interface for integration with third part  
  POS or ATM networks  
- Receive notifications bySMS 

REGISTER USER

- Disconnect user  
- Block/unblock user  
- Disable/enable user  
- Delete user  
- Change group  
- Give individual permissions (product)  
- Perform actions in behalf of user  
- Activate‘ pending’ users(public registration)  
- Send message to user  
- Send message to group  
- View connected users(per user role)  
- Show member activities  
- Filter by branch region  
- CRM features( user records )  
- User comments, history search  
- Define registration agreement  
- View user agreement history  
- View profile changes history  
- Manage documents  
- Upload documents  
- Showagents/brokers  
- Show users of agent/broker 

PAYMENTS 

- Banking payments 
- Internal payment (between own accounts)  
- Pay external (non registered) user  
- PIN less payments (optional thresholds, e.g.                          
  max payment amount and daily limit) 
- Payment requests 
- Bulk payments 
- Multi level transaction approval  
- authorizations 
-View authorization flows 
- Show transaction details  
- Cash in cash out payments* 
- Qualify transactions 
- View qualification of other users 
- Rollback payments 
- Scheduled payments(installments) 
- Loan repayment *  
- Invoice payments *  
- Web shop payments 



The regional approach
Digital stable currencies (Stable coins) are becoming a popular substitute for traditional 
currencies. A stable coin basically is storing real currency and create a digital equivalent 
from it. It's nothing more than a high tech coupon system.  
Good examples are USDTether, JPMorgan coin and Facebooks Libra coin.  
The emerging trend to create alternative currencies is starting to speed up.  
The financial space is rapidly changing and is being more and more taken over by fin tech 
companies rather than financial institutions. The freedom to issue a new currency gives great 
opportunity to implement new monetary rule sets that serves the public.  
 
The missing link in today's digital currencies is the regional approach.  

Before Bitcoin was minted in 2009 there're already where alternative currency systems 
existent world wide. Many projects where put up to stimulate local growth where as  
others where put up to combat the 2008 financial crisis. A few examples are Bristol pound, 
Wir Bank, Sardex and even Air miles is a complementary currency. 
These examples are living proof that alternative currencies where existent and solvent 
projects long before crypto currencies emerged.  
 
The big question that one could ask is, how come the recent emergence of crypto currencies 
got so popular and long existent local currencies did not catch any comparable attention?  

The big wide gap between the lesser known local currencies and the popular stable coins 
need to be brought together to form a new era of Regional stable coins that has an intimate 
connection with the regions public, history, culture, sentiment and politics.  
Something Libra coin or Usdtehter never could establish.  
 
Our company goal is to put up regional departments that manage the regions alternative 
currency in their native language with their regional growth campaigns.  

https://bristolpound.org
https://www.wir.ch
https://www.sardex.net/come-funziona/?lang=en


Monetary policy

Designing a monetary policy one must first determine who should be the beneficiaries. 
In our case it's the users. To put things in perspective traditional currencies like the Euro or 
Dollar benefit the issuers and the direct surrounding borrowers like commercial banks and 
financial institutions who are the first in line to extract wealth from it.
The public is placed as a secondary beneficiary of what money's role supposed to accomplish.  
The open border character which traditional currencies have makes capital flight 
thus wealth leakages an undesirable problem which affects many problems like job loss.  

It is key to make the currency ecosystem as circular as possible making our alternative  
currency to be re-spent as much as possible in the desired area for maximum benefit to the 
regions public. The most important factors are.
-money velocity stimulus 
-capital flight prevention and smart circular spending
-customer loyalty



Money Velocity
A commuter passes 1 Euro to a taxi driver, the taxi driver spends
the same Euro on a ice cream and the ice cream salesmen buys a coffee and the coffee 
salesman buys a taxi ride home, it becomes clear that the same Euro was being spent for the 
worth of 4 transactions based of that 1 same euro, you actually created 4 Euros worth of 
transaction value based on only 1 underlying Euro. 
So key is to stimulate the money velocity as much as possible. 

Capital flight prevention and smart circular spending
Regional produced goods and services are prioritized to enter our currency ecosystem.
We strive for an enclosed spending environment to prevent capital from leaking out of our 
wealth circle. For businesses that accept our currency it will be allowed to get out of our 
currency to pay taxes. However to buy the supplies needed for the company we look closely
if that supplier is located within our currency region, if not we would address the company 
to buy the supplies within our currency region. In case there is no possibility to buy
supplies locally, because of the absence of a supplier then a free pass is granted out of our 
currency. In case there is a supplier available to fill the supply needs and refuses to buy 
from the local supplier then a penalization fee will be paid for leaving our currency.

How our currency gets into circulation will be through our profit sharing scheme.
More about profit sharing later. The basis is that our currency does not get borrowed into 
existence but being given into existence. If you want users to use your currency then liquify 
them with your currency depth free. 

The scenario where companies start paying their employees with our currency. 
In Europe the average person spends around 15% of their income on groceries.
What if employees would get the same 15% payed in our currency? There would not be any 
difference knowing that the 15% in what ever currency is going to be spend on a very 
predictable cause which are groceries. Employers and employees could start choosing
to pay out salaries with our currency if our currency is accepted in their grocery store.
The same counts for health care cost. The predictable income percentage spent on healthcare 
cost can also be payed in our currency. 
Our currencies has an advantage over traditional currencies as we give people purchasing 
power through our profit sharing program.



The money supply

A complementary currency a supporting currency that has a fixed price peg to the national 
legal tender. You can NOT pay your taxes with a complementary currency unless agreed with 
the local authorities.  
The way to issue a complementary currency is through a swap by its legal tender.  
Example case; one of our current projects is a Catalonian regional currency named "CAT".  
When the Catalonian people decide that they want to participate in our currency then 
they need to swap their Euro's for Cat's at a 1 to 1 exchange rate. The Euro's by law need to be 
held as a 100% reserve to always guarantee the full backing of the complementary currency.  
This way you are basically no more than a coupon system.  
Under European and American law this setup of a complementary currency is therefor 
completely legal and requires no permits or banking licenses.  

Increasing or decreasing the money supply is not possible with a complementary currency.  
(unless agreed with local authorities) otherwise it would loose the price peg and become a 
floating fiat currency. 

Monetary tools

Central banks have monetary tools to simulate or slow down the economy. Interest rates, 
quantitative easing or tapering are the common known tools.

Our profit sharing GDP backed monetary system has the tools to stimulate or slow down 
the economic output and aggregate demand by adjusting the amount of currency which go's 
to one of our 3 categories. 

By prioritizing profits to one category over the other you can catch up deviations in economic 
cycles much faster as we literally control the amount of money going towards one of the three 
categories on a monthly basis.

Investor dividend
Capital reserved for business take overs
Profit sharing for our currency user base



A circular currency and the magic 6 to 8% proven economic growth
The fact of the matter is that in current existing projects like Wirbank and Bristol Pound 
made local businesses have a significant increase in clientele. Some businesses even showed
an above average 15% revenue increase. It's customer loyalty at the basis.  

Lets take a deeper dive in what causes this increase in revenue when you design a currency
that really serves the the people.  

Example case;
Supermarkets are one of the best currency designers in town all dough it does not seem like 
it. Their cash register and receipts are basically money printers that create a coupon currency  
only valuable if you comply to their conditions.  
A supermarket prints a coupon after every transaction valued 8 Euro's. However, to be able 
to redeem the 8,- euro's you first need to spend a minimum of 90,- Euro's before a certain 
expiring date.  
Now let's brake this down of what really is happening from a monetary perspective.  

The supermarket is interested in 2 things. A loyal customer and a customer willing to spend  
more than 90,- Euro's in one transaction before a certain expiring date.  
In which case the super market profits to a certain degree where it can return those profits  
to its clients in the form of a 7.2 % discount.  
 
The Super market is looking to profit from a certain customer predictable spending behavior  
which in return can be remonetized trough giving out discounts to the same customer.  
This win win situation for both customer and supermarket is being done simply  
because of the recirculating effect of currency. Loyalty to each other trough this Re-spending
agreement increases the money velocity  

Economic growth trough restructuring currency circularity and altering consumer behavior.  

Another way to apply this circularity effect on a larger scale is being investigated  
by European political populist parties that are letting independent economic think tanks  
calculate the benefits to reintroduce their national currency and leave the Euro currency.  
All of the results spread trough Europe basically come down to the same results. 
In between 6 to 8,5% economic growth simply by preventing the money leak in to the exterior  
thus increasing its purchasing power.  



Summing up the 3 examples;
1. Local complementary currencies like Wirbank and Bristol Pound has proven 
    an increase in economic growth of around 8%.
2. A Supermarket loyalty program which can save up to 7.2% and more.  

3. Think tanks that calculate the purchasing power of each European member state 
    in case they leave the Euro and go back to their national currency consistently
    result in 6 to 8% more purchasing power.  

Once a currency is designed to serve the people in stead of the financial elites, immediately
we see a liberation of purchasing power.

The Dollar or the Euro's policy makers are depleting the peoples purchasing power trough
wealth displacement. Money printing, war and exotic foreign policies.  
 
(Me personally do not want to buy my bread and eggs with a currency that 
someone else uses to buy bombs and bullets to kill people. Let's start separating 
currencies for their end use.)

How to profit from an alternative complementary currency
The answer is "user base"! Good deeds result in good reward.  
 If you attract a big enough user base then there are many profit schemes to generate.  
- Monthly maintenance fee  
- Advertisement  
- Penalties when leaving the currency ecosystem  
- Transaction fees like Paypal and Visa
- Data analysis



 
UBI. Universal basic income  

Imagine a future where anybody can profit from the vast wealth sloshing around the world.  
The planets abundance is enough for all of us if only the distribution of wealth would be 
designed to serve that.  
What if we move today's unfair and unsustainable monetary paradigm to a new one  
trough our alternative currency solution. A short explanation;
 
What if we bought companies and share the companies profits with al our currency users.  
It would attract allot of new users once they hear they can get free money. The "company buy 
up & profit sharing scheme" would grow our currency user base in a rapid pace thus increase 
our ability to monetize on our alternative currency user base.
There are many government projects world wide that are experimenting with UBI. 
Robot and AI technology are replacing a lot of jobs. This technological advancement maybe 
considered a natural human leap into the future but still is being driven by profit incentives.
Yet again UBI is imposed by governments as a form of tax. Taxation leads to company and 
capital flight and has many counter productive incentives.
For the government to be able to give to the people it needs to take from the people. Election 
times make presidential candidates promise some sort of UBI but that's very expensive 
because of big government frictional losses leaves a lot less money on the table. 
UBI is also known to de-incentivize the ubi receiver to contribute.

For companies to gain wealth by cutting wages is the same as cutting the end consumer of 
their purchasing power to consume in the first place. This wealth depletion is unsustainable 
and will damage aggregate demand to a point the where even the robots them selves will run 
out of a job.
 

Our profit sharing scheme is a good answer to start a trend reversal. Investors,
shareholders, and financial firms need to start putting money back into the real economy
to keep their end consumer alive.
The amount of money available in this world is enough to pay for a considerable amount of 
business takeovers and put them in to our currency ecosystem. Our currency user base 
receive their profit share in our currency where they can spend it in other businesses we own 
or our partners own.



The monetary reset? Whats next? IMF's SDR or back to the gold 
standard?

Also referred as the global financial "end game" describes the ending of the unsustainable
inflation based fiat money printing ponzi scheme. The worlds central banks and the IMF 
anticipate this scenario as seen by their actions. Today the central banks are the biggest gold 
buyers in the world which in central bank terms is a move in to safety. 
The IMF has a long time ambition to replace the dollar as the worlds currency with their SDR 
which stands for (Special Drawing Right). To avoid spending a lot of time explaining the 
predictable steps the financial elites are executing, I want to show that there are basically 2 
known Monetary policies in human history;
- the fiat money system
- the gold backed standard.  
 
Our company created a new competitor to those last mentioned monetary systems.
We call it a GDP backed monetary system.

We want to use a currency to distribute wealth trough a simple scheme.
As mentioned in the previous section we want to use productivity as the main driver and 
decentralize profits.
To achieve this we will create a dedicated department to do business take overs. 
We will manage a portfolio of various businesses like dentistries, pharmacies, 
supermarkets even parking garages.  Businesses known for high profit on investment
to fuel the whole profit sharing scheme.
We want to distribute as much business profits as possible trough our currency. This way 
you can not spend more than what you produce which resembles a gold backed system. 
(More on this in chapter Security token structure)

The profit sharing flowchart describes it visually.  
 





Consumer categories
The predetermined goods and services where people can spend our complementary currency 
on will be categorized between essential en non essential expenditures.
 We prioritize essential goods and services which include sectors like;
-Food
-energy 
-healthcare 
-transportation

Money being transacted within these sectors is where real genuine wealth preservation and 
creation is being materialized. 

Wealth leakages come in obvious and hidden ways. Capital flight is a wealth leak
when uncertainty hits the public and corporate world.
However a hidden wealth killer are non essential consumer goods that have a short lifecycle
and ends up in a storage box or the junkyard. Made in China won't be supported.
All dough in might seem a form of economic growth as it stimulates aggregate demand it still 
was put into circulation with a cycle ending thus capital destruction. 
In our wealth distribution scheme non essential consumer goods will get a low priority.

Legislation 
The bases of a complementary currency in fact is a coupon system backed by real currency.

Therefor it does not provoke 
authorities to prohibit the use of it. 
Alternative currencies are all around 
us. Lets take a closer look at
the gift card industry to put things in 
perspective.  

A gift card is nothing more than the conversion of a currency in to spendable credits under
certain conditions. Its is usually limited to be spent in a certain location store ore brand.  
This conversion is exactly how a complementary currency functions with the only difference  
that you can spend it anywhere within the designated area with a feature rich functionality to 
make it function like a real currency and have even more features compared to traditional 
currencies.
 



Current projects

Catalonian currency named CAT

Catalonia is a region with a very strong identity. Catalonia has 7.5 million inhabitants.
and has its own language, history, flag, even a separate police force and many other 
examples that set them apart from the rest of Spain.
It is a prosperous region with strong economic numbers and diversity.
 
With all of the above mentioned details its easy to designate this area suited for a 
currency that serves the regions interest.

Why Catalonian people will use Cat?
- Everybody would sigh up to get free money
- Economic growth
- It ads value to the Catalonian identity
- Solidarity for the regional economy
- Quality marked currency for social and ethical spending.



Dutch currency named Florijn

The Dutch society is an advanced society and treats ethics as a sensitive subject.
In the Netherlands we recently witnessed is a political shift. During the regional elections 
a political party named "Forum for Democracy" made a historical gain which was 
never witnessed before. This shift is due to the unsatisfactory sentiment among the 
Dutch citizens. Its stance against the Euro currency is negative but yet there is
no other option. Many scandals are at the bases of the public discontent.

One example is that recently a hidden government entity approved help to Syrian opposition 
forces by facilitating Toyota pickup trucks to later get equipped with mounted machine guns.
It turned out that many opposition forces where connected to Y'all Qeida and other terrorist 
groups. The decision was made without the knowledge of the Dutch parliament. 

This is a good ethical example why a complementary currency would solve this unpopular
waste of tax money by converting Euro's into a currency and keep it out of harms way.



Security token structure

We are planing to raise capital trough a digital security token offering (STO).
There will be a separate STO for every project we start, which means every complementary 
currency project we launch will be backed by a different security token offering.

Our starting project currency name is "Cat" and its designated region is Catalonia in Spain.
By investing in this security you invest in the ownership of the company founded in 
Catalonia responsible for the currency project
Every currency project will contain an inventory of;
-solvent businesses
-currency user base

Our solvent businesses forms the basis of our GDP backed currency 
Its profits will be divided under 3 categories;
-Investor dividend
-Capital reserved for more business take overs
-Profit sharing for our currency user base.

The chart shows a one/third ratio of all 3 profit
categories. This is just an example ratio.
We will adjust those ratios based on priority and 
circumstance to prioritize one category over the other.
Those adjustments will be based on monthly outlooks.

In the launch phase we will prioritize profit sharing 
capital and business take over capital over dividend 

   pay out capital.                                                     

Keep the end consumer alive. Excessive corporate profits are nothing more than inflation 
based profits and causes the depletion of the middle class as the number show it.
Time to turn the tides and start giving back.

Investor dividend 
Capital reserved for business take overs
Profit sharing for our currency user base

https://cointelegraph.com/explained/what-is-an-sto-explained
https://www.alternative-currency-group.com/copy-of-home-1
https://www.alternative-currency-group.com/copy-of-home-1


Final sentence

The world's financial system incentivizes greed and competitiveness. The opposite
is generosity and supportiveness. Our planet's resources is abundant in generosity and 
supportiveness. When are we as a species going to evolve in to a higher abundant being.

Lets start by solving our wealth distribution problems
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